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The basic set-up
Consider a household with work capacity  i, that works ti units of land. The household

owns ki units of land and rents in (ti − ki ) units of land. After paying the land rent the income
of this houshold is

Ii  F i, ti − Rti − ki

Since all land has the same quality the production funtion has constant returns to scale (it is
homogenous of degree one). This implies among other things that

F i, ti ≡  iF1, ti/ i and F2 i, ti ≡ F21, ti/ i

(and that F21  0) which are used repeatedly below. We can define the labor income per unit
of  with the opitmal land labor ratio as QR where

QR ≡ max
t/
F1, ti/ i − Rti/ i 

In production theory QR is an example of what is sometimes called an indirect profit
function (per unit of ). The optimal land labor ratio is determined by the first ororder
condition

F21, ti/ i  R

and it follows that

Q′R  −ti/ i  0

Accordingly the income of household i can now be written as

Ii  F i, ti − Rti − ki   iQR  Rki

The long term work capacity of household i is defined by

 i 
g iQR  Rki if R ≤ Ri

0 if R  Ri

Here Ri is the maximum rental price that household i can pay and still remain productive in
agriculture. As shown on the black board, stability requires that the g-curve crosses the -curve
from above. This means that 1 − g′Q ≥ 0.

Exercise: Draw a Figure and convince yourself that the stability condition makes sense.
Those workers who are unable to earn a high enough income to remain productive in

agriculture, are denoted poor. They will eventually be excluded from high productivity



agriculture.
There are Ni housholds of type i. The effective supply of workers of type i (those that are

able to remain productive) is given by

Li 

Ni if R  Ri

0,Ni  if R  Ri

0 if R  Ri

Finally, equilibrium in the rental market for land requires that there is equality between supply
T and effective demand for land tSLS  tLLL, or equivalently that

T  tSLS  tLLL

Exercise: There are 8 variables to be determined R, Q, S, L, tS, tL, LS, LL, which are the 8
equations that determine these 8 variables?

Land-scare countries:

In this regime the land availability is less than a threshold T1where T1 is determined
implicitly from the equation:

F2SNS,T1  RL

Accordingly, when T  T1(since F22  0) the rental price is higher than what the landless can
pay: thus R  RL for T  T1. Thus in this regime all landless workers are excluded from
agricultural production and they are by defintion poor. We assume that there is enough land so
that R ≤ RS. Thus in this regime total work effort is SNS and total production in the area is
FSNS,T

Exercise: show that RS  RL.
Now, in this regime tS  T/NS and we have F21,T/SNS  F2SNS,T. Thus the

land-scarce regime has two basic equations that determine S and R:

F2SNS,T  R and S  gSQR  RkS

A. Redistribution of land from landlords to smallholders.
This means that kS goes up. Differentiating the two basic equations of the regime with

respect to kS and NS gives us

1 − g′Q dS
dkS

 tS − kS dR
dkS

 R

F21NS
dS
dkS

− dR
dkS

 0

Using Cramer’s rule we obtain

dS
dkS


−R1 − g′Q

D  0



where

D  −1 − g′Q − F21NStS − kS  0

Since work capacity S goes up with kS it follows directly from F2SNS,T  R that R must
decline as kS goes up.

Exercise: Use Cramer’s rule to find the explicit expression of dR/dkS.
Hence, a redistribution of land from rich landlords to smallholders increases agricultural

production, productivity and the rental price of land. Since, this redistribution of land only
affects insiders (those who were initially active in agriculture ) the reform does not affect
poverty.

B Redistribution of land from landlords to landless.
This means that the number of smallholders goes up and the number of landless decline

such that dNS  −dNL  0. Differentiating the two basic equations of the regime with respect
to NS gives us:

1 − g′Q dS
dNS

 tS − kS dR
dNS

 R

F21NS
dS
dNS

− dR
dNS

 0

By Cramer’s rule we have

dS
dNS


F21StS − kS

D  0

implying that the work capacity of each smallholder declines. Total work capacity SNS,
however, goes up with NS , as can be seen from

dSNS
dNS


S1 − g′Q

D  0

Using F2SNS,T  R this implies that the rental price goes up with NS.
Hence, a redistribution of land from rich landlords to landless people increases agriculture

procudction. The work capacity of each small holder decline, but total work effort goes up.
The number of people excluded from production on high quality land goes down and the rate
of poverty therefore declines.

Intermediate countries:
In this regime the availability of land is between two thresholds: T1 ≤ T  T2, whereT1is

defined above adn where T2 is determined implicitly from

F2SNS  LNL,T2  RL

In this regime R  RL. The reason is this:
The rental price must be less or equal to the maximum of what the landless can pay RL.

This is so since some landless rent land as T ≥ T1where T1is defined as the highest amount of
land that support an equilibrium that excludes all landless from agriculture (with the current
size of the plots owned by small holders ). At the rental price RLthere must be excess demand



for land as long as T  T2 where T2 is the smallest amount of land required for every landless
household and every smallholder household to be able to rent the amount of land they wish at
the rental price RL.This implies that the rental price cannot be lower than RL. Thus we have
that a higher rental price than RLwould imply excess supply of land since no landless are able
to rent land and the rental price would therefore be bid down; a lower rental price than RL
would imply excess demand for land (since all landless would demand land) and the rental
price would therefore be bid up (but only up to the level RL for reasons just stated).

Thus in this intermediate regime

F2E,T2  RL where E  SNS  LLL and S  gSQRL  RLkS

Since RL and T2 are given, the value of total work effort E must also be given as long as we
remain in this intermediate regime.

A. Redistribution of land from landlords to smallholders.
An increase in kS implies that the work capacity of smallholders S goes up while

L  gLQRL remains constant. As a consequence the number of landless in agriculture
must go down since E is given. Accordingly, this reform increases productivity in agriculture,
but at the cost of increasing poverty as some landless workers are excluded.

B Redistribution of land from landlords to landless.
An increase in the number of smallholders where dNS  −dNL  0, implies that

−dLL  S/LdNS  dNS since S/L  1 and again E is given. As a consequence there
will be a net exclusion of landless from agriculture. Those landless workers who become
smallholders obtain higher work capacity and displaces some of the landless workers who are
not getting their own land by the reform.

Land rich countries
In this regime available land is higher than T2. Hence in this regime

F2SNS  LNL,T  R  RL

Thus, none workers are excluded and nobody is by defintion poor. If you like you can now
work out the consequences of different land reforms within this regime.

Exercise: Show that reforms of type A and B both imply higher production.

Partial versus comprehensive reforms
So far we have only considered partial reforms where part of the land is given to either

smallholders or landless workers. The displacement effects are due to partial land
redistributions.

To see the effect of more comprehensive reforms consdier first the problem: What is the
smallest amount of land that can support all workers (NS  NL  N ) when the land is divided
equally among the workersin and when the income they get is high enough so all workers
remain productive in agriculture.

For landless workers the implicit poverty line in the exercises of partial land reforms above
is given by I∗  ∗QRL where ∗  g∗QRL. Here ∗ is just the equilibrium work
capacity of landless workers L when R  RL. Thus we are interested in finding the smallest
amount of land T∗ that solves



F∗N,T∗  NI∗

This equation actually defines T∗ – the minimum amount of land that can support all N
workers and provide each of them with an income I∗ just high enough to remain productive.

I will now show that this amount of land T∗ is less than T2. This has interesting
implications: Since for T  T2 some landless workers are excluded and therfore poor (in the
intermediate regime) it follows that it is the unequal distribution of land between landlords,
smallholders and landless that generates (unecessary) poverty when T∗ ≤ T  T2) .

From the defintion of the intermediate regime we have

F2SNS  LNL,T2  RL

Since R  RL is the equilibrium rent when T  T2 and all workers are active, total production
must equal total labor incomes SNS  LNLQRL pluss total land rents TRL:

FSNS  LNL,T2  SNS  LNLQRL  TRL

Since with R  RL we have L  ∗ and ∗QRL  I∗  SQRL, it follows that

FSNS  LNL,T2  F∗N,T2  I∗N  RT2  I∗N  F∗N,T∗

Hence, T2  T∗.
Hence, to repeat: for countries with land T in the range T∗ ≤ T  T2 the market outcome

with unequal ownership of land generates poverty, while a comprehensive land reform that
devides the land equally among the peasants (with no land owned by people who do not work
the land) would eliminate all poverty. Equal devision of land can be implemented by an
allocation of land such that each household owns their own farm.
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